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BREAST

Introduction
Breast cancer remains the foremost cancer in females in 
both high and middle-to-low-income countries.1 The 2018 
Ekurhuleni Population Based Cancer Registry demonstrated 
that breast cancer was the most common cancer amongst the 
female population within this Johannesburg district.2 

Breast screening is the process whereby radiological 
imaging is utilised within a population of asymptomatic 
patients. The primary aim is to improve the detection of 
breast cancer.3 Mammography is the only screening tool 
proven to decrease mortality, and as such, it remains the gold 
standard and the cornerstone of all screening programmes.4 

The cancer detection rate of screening mammograms is 4.8 
per 1 000.5 There is much debate as to the role that breast 
cancer screening plays in reducing the overall breast cancer 
mortality rate.6 Individuals who attended mammographic 
screening programmes have a 41% decrease in their 10-year 
breast cancer mortality rate as well as a 25% decrease in the 
incidence of advanced breast cancer.7 In females aged 40–
59, annual mammography is equivalent to that of a physical 
breast examination in decreasing breast cancer mortality.8

South Africa does not have a formalised national breast 
cancer screening programme.9 Multiple institutions have 
different recommendations. Females over the age of 40 

are advised to have an annual screening mammogram if 
asymptomatic (CANSA), or an annual screening mam-
mogram with a self, breast-examination from ages 40–70 
(BISSA, RSSA).9,10 

Females within the public health sector have difficulty 
with access to breast imaging, causing an increase in anxiety, 
poor education about breast pathology and a later stage of 
presentation of breast pathology. 

Helen Joseph Hospital (HJH) is a tertiary level public 
hospital, within Johannesburg, which offers an open access 
breast clinic. Patients who are concerned about breast 
pathology of either benign or malignant origin present to the 
breast clinic where they are triaged to reflect their overall 
risk for breast cancer (Table I).

The primary aim of this study was to conduct a 
retrospective audit of the HJH breast imaging unit (BIU) 
in order to calculate the cancer detection rate in low-risk 
females who present for mammography at the BIU at HJH. 
Secondary aims were to describe the spectrum of radiological 
findings within a low-risk triage group, and where biopsied, 
to correlate the BI-RADS classification with the histology 
results.  

Background: The Helen Joseph Hospital (HJH) breast clinic utilises a clinical triage system to stratify patients based 
on their risk of breast cancer into high-, medium-, or low-risk profiles. This allows for timeous imaging and subsequent 
management of those patients at increased risk for breast cancer. The primary objective was to determine the cancer 
detection rate (CDR). The secondary objective was to correlate biopsy results with the Breast Imaging-Reporting and 
Data System (BI-RADS) risk assessment. 
Methods: A retrospective audit of the patients at low risk for breast cancer who were referred to the breast imaging unit 
(BIU) in 2019 at HJH. Patients were clinically assessed as low risk based on a triage form and were identified using the 
imaging files stored in the BIU. Results were recorded on Microsoft Excel and calculated as per the American College of 
Radiology guidelines.
Results: The total population sample consisted of 398 patients. Two patients were characterised as BI-RADS 4 and 
underwent breast biopsies. One patient was diagnosed with histologically proven breast cancer. The CDR was 2.51%. The 
most representative groups were the age group of 60–69 years, BI-RADS breast density B and BI-RADS risk assessment 
2.
Conclusion: Amongst the low-risk population, both the CDR and spectrum of disease was comparable to that of a 
screening population. This may be due to the use of a triage system prior to imaging, as well as an increase in clinical 
awareness of breast cancer within a tertiary institution. 
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Methodology

Research paradigm
This is a retrospective, observational, cross-sectional study 
– an internal audit.

Sample
Low-risk females who presented for imaging at the BIU at 
HJH for the first six months of 2019.

Inclusion criteria
Females triaged as low risk in the HJH breast clinic and 
subsequently referred to the BIU at HJH. 

Exclusion criteria
1. A history of prior breast cancer.
2. Yellow and red coded patients.

Triage system
Patients were colour triaged according to an algorithm used 
in the HJH breast clinic. This was based on their history, 
examination and age of presentation as illustrated in Table 
I. High-risk females were those who were colour coded as 
red, and intermediate-risk females were those who were 
colour coded as yellow. Low-risk females were classified as 
the following: green colour, over forty years of age, having 
bilateral mastalgia not related to an underlying medical 
condition, or asymptomatic patients who require imaging 
for a non-surgical reason (Table I).

Table I describes the HJH breast clinic triage system, 
describing the criteria for green, yellow, and red patients and 
their imaging plan. 

Time period
Data was collected in a retrospective manner for the period 
of 6 months from 1 January 2019 to 30 June 2019. 

Materials and methods
All images were captured using the following machinery:
1. Mammogram: Hologic Linear Dimensions 

(tomosynthesis)
2. Stereotactic biopsy: Stereo Biopsy MultiCare Platinum
3. Sonogram: Siemens Aplio 300 and Acuson NX3 Elite

Mammogram images were captured using the automatic 
exposure control setting. Ultrasonography images were 

captured using a dedicated 14-megahertz handheld breast-
probe. 

Data collection
Gathered data includes:
1. Age
2. Final BI-RADS risk assessment 
3. BI-RADS breast density assessment
4. Mammographic imaging features
5. Ultrasound imaging features
6. Cases biopsied and their histology result

Table II describes the American College of Radiology 
(ACR) BI-RADS risk assessment classification.11 

Table II: BI-RADS classification

BI-RADS category Definition

0 Incomplete imaging data

1 Negative

2 Benign

3 Probably benign

4 Suspicious for malignancy

5 Highly suggestive of malignancy

6 Known biopsy-proven malignancy

The following were calculated as per Breast Cancer 
Screening Consortium (BCSC)12 and ACR calculation 
guidelines:13

1. Cancer detection rate
2. False positive rate 
3. Specificity  
4. Abnormal interpretation rate

Data analytics and statistics
Statistical data was captured using Microsoft Excel. 
Calculations were done using the equations as per the ACR 
guidelines.13

Results

Figures and tables
Over the 6-month study period, 398 patients were included 
in the study. Most patients were in the 60–69-year age group, 
totalling 123. 

The most common radiographic risk assessment group 
was BI-RADS 2 – benign findings, in 326 (81.91%) patients. 

Table I: Triage criteria at Helen Joseph Hospital breast clinic

Colour Green Yellow Red

Criteria Over 40 years

Bilateral typical pain (no other medical cause)

Asymptomatic patients

Do not meet the criteria for yellow or red

Breast examination prior to initiation for hormonal 
replacement therapy 

Any age

Unilateral pain

Nipple discharge – clear, bloody, or 
non-spontaneous

Palpable lymph node without any palpable mass

Soft mobile mass < 35 years

Any age

Any abscess, collection, or 
mass suspicious for cancer

Mass +/- lymph nodes

Imaging 
plan

Screening MMG and ultrasound booked as a green 
case. Follow-up at clinic in 3 months. If pain has 
resolved, have a follow up MMG in 1 year. If not 
settled, become yellow

MMG and ultrasound (if > 35 yr) to be booked 
as a yellow case

MMG and ultrasound (if > 35 
yr) to be booked as a red case
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Only two patients had BI-RADS 4 findings on imaging and 
both patients were referred for an image-guided biopsy.

Table III gives the total of each BI-RADS risk assessment 
(1–5). 

Table III: BI-RADS risk assessment 

BI-RADS risk assessment Total

1 36

2 326

3 34

4 2

5 0

BI-RADS 0 and 6 were omitted as they fall outside the 
defined parameters of the study.

Most patients were in the 50–69-year age group (243; 
61.1%). From this group, the most common radiographic 
risk assessment group was BI-RADS 2 (203; 51%), followed 
by BI-RADS 1 (23; 5.78%). 

The two patients assessed as BI-RADS 4 were less than 
50 years old. 

Figure 2 describes the total count of the individual BI-
RADS risk assessment (1–4) in relation to each age group. 

No patients were assessed as BI-RADS 5.

Figure 1: Total number of patients in each age group 
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Figure 2: Patient age versus BI-RADS risk assessment
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The most common radiographic breast density was group 
BI-RADS B – scattered areas of fibro-glandular tissue in 
178 (44.72%) patients. 

Between the ages 50 and 69 years, the most common 
radiographic breast density was BIRADS B, 114 (28.64%) 
patients, followed by BI-RADS A, 113 (28.40%) patients. 

Figure 3 describes the total count of the individual BI-
RADS breast density (A–D) in relation to each age group. 

The majority of the patients (323) had no mammographic 
detected mass. Eighteen patients had multiple, bilateral 
masses, six patients had multiple, unilateral masses, and 51 
patients had solitary, unilateral masses. The most common 
mass shape was round, 42 patients.

Table V documents the mammographic description of 
masses found, in relation to their overall BI-RADS risk 
assessment (1–4).

The mass descriptors are multiplicity, laterality and shape. 
The majority of patients (370) had no sonographically 

detected mass. From the 28 sonographically detected 
masses, the most common mass shape was oval, 18 patients. 

Table VI documents the ultrasound description of masses 
found in relation to their BI-RADS risk assessment (1–4). 

The descriptors are echo transmission and mass shape. 
The most common ultrasound finding was a cyst, 39 

patients. All the cysts, collections and ductal dilation were 
found in radiographic risk assessment BI-RADS 2 and 3 
patients. 

Table VII documents the ultrasound findings (presence or 
absence of cysts, collections and duct dilation) in relation to 
the BI-RADS risk assessment (1–4). 

Non-suspicious calcifications were found in 42 patients. 
No patients had suspicious calcifications. 

Patient age vs BI-RADS breast density
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Figure 3: Patient age versus BI-RADS breast density

Table V: Features of mammographically detected masses

BI-RADS risk assessment 1 2 3 4 Total

Multiple masses 0 18 6 0 24

Bilateral masses 0 14 4 0 18

Mass shape

Oval 0 8 1 0 9

Round 0 6 3 0 9

Irregular 0 0 0 0 0

Unilateral masses 0 4 2 0 6

Mass shape

Oval 0 0 0 0 0

Round 0 4 2 0 6

Irregular 0 0 0 0 0

No masses 36 266 20 1 323

Solitary masses 0 42 8 1 51

Unilateral 0 42 8 1 51

Mass shape

Oval 0 17 2 0 19

Round 0 24 3 0 27

Irregular 1 3 1 5

Total 36 326 34 2 398

Table IV: Total count of the individual BI-RADS breast density 

BI-RADS breast density Total

A 166

B 178

C 47

D 7
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Table VIII: Calcifications

Frequency Percentage

Calcification 42 10.55%

Non-suspicious 42 10.55%

Suspicious 0 0%

No calcification 356 89.45%

Total 398 100%

Table VIII totals the number of patients found with 
calcifications on mammogram and the number of suspicious 
versus non-suspicious calcifications. 

Two patients were assessed BI-RADS 4 and underwent 
biopsy. 

Patient 1 had a non-malignant biopsy that did not 
demonstrate any malignant cells. Patient 2 had a malignant 
mass demonstrating ductal carcinoma. 

Table IX documents the individual characteristics of the 
BI-RADS 4 masses that underwent biopsy. 

Table X documents the confusion matrix in relation to 
screening results versus the biopsy results. 

Calculations
CDR was 2.51 per 1000. ACR recommended CDR ≥ 2.5.13 

CDR =
1000xTP

TP+FP+FN+TN

CDR =
1000x1

1+1+0+396

The false positive rate (FPR) was 0.25%. North American 
FPR was 10.2–14.4%.14

FPR =
1000xTP

TP+FP+FN+TN

FPR =
1

(1+396)

The specificity was 99.75%. ACR reference range of 88–
95%.13

Specificity =
TN

(FP+TN)

Specificity =
396

(1+396)

The abnormal interpretation rate was 0.50%. ACR (5–12%)13 
and the BCSC (11.6%).12

Table VI: Features of sonographically detected masses

BI-RADS risk assessment
Total

1 2 3 4

Mass 1 17 8 2 28

Decreased echo 
transmission 0 2 1 0 3

Mass shape

Irregular 0 0 0 0 0

Oval 0 2 0 0 2

Round 0 0 1 0 1

Increased echo 
transmission 0 2 1 0 3

Mass shape

Irregular 0 0 0 0 0

Oval 0 2 0 0 2

Round 0 0 1 0 1

No echo transmission 1 13 6 2 22

Mass shape

Irregular 0 0 1 2 3

Oval 1 11 2 0 14

Round  0 2 3 0 5

No mass 35 309 26 0 370

Total  36 326 34 2 398

Table VII: Other sonographic findings

BI-RADS risk assessment 1 2 3 4 Total

USS cysts Yes 0 34 5 0 39

No 36 292 29 2 359

USS collections Yes 0 0 1 0 1

No 36 326 33 2 397

USS duct dilation Yes 0 18 5 0 23

No 36 308 29 2 375

Table IX: Characteristics of masses that were biopsied

Imaging characteristics Patient 1 Patient 2 

Age group 40–49 30–39

BI-RADS breast density B C

BI-RADS risk assessment 4 4

MMG: mass number Solitary None

MMG: laterality of mass Unilateral NA

MMG: mass borders Ill-defined NA

MMG: mass calcifications None NA

USS: mass Yes Yes

USS: shape Ill-defined Ill-defined

USS: echo through transmission None None

USS: axillary nodes Multiple None

USS laterality of nodes Unilateral NA

USS: duct dilation No No

Histology Not malignant Malignant

Table X: Confusion matrix

Biopsy results

Positive 
(malignant)

Negative 
(non-malignant)

Screening 
results

Positive 
(BI-RADS 4)

True positive 
(TP): 1

False positive 
(FP): 1

Negative 
(BI-RADS  
1, 2, 3)

False negative 
(FN): 0

True negative 
(TN): 396
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Discussion
The CDR was 2.51 per 1 000 people (1/398), which is within 
the ACR reference range.13 The one patient who had a biopsy-
proven malignancy fell below the age of 40 years and did 
not meet the age requirement for screening mammography. 
Thirty out of 398 females (7.5%) were under the age of 40, 
and from this subset, three out of 30 (10%) were assessed 
as BI-RADS 3 or higher, requiring short-term follow-up 
imaging. Screening mammography is not indicated below 
40 years, except in high-risk individuals. Further research 
can assess as to whether patients are aware of a positive 
family history and/or genetic factors that may put them at a 
higher risk of breast cancer. 

The most populous age group was 60–69 years (123 
females, 30.90%), and the second most populous was 50–59 
years (120 females, 30.15%). The BCSC reported the age 
group 50–59-year as their highest (30%) and 60–69-year 
old as the second highest (23.3%) patient count.12 This 
discrepancy may be due to the limited period of the study 
and a late age of patient presentation for breast assessment. 
Further research into the age of initial presentation and a 
knowledge of primary prevention of breast cancer can be 
undertaken. 

BI-RADS breast density B was the most common breast 
density type (178, 44.72%). It is also reported as the most 
common breast density in the literature; however, the overall 
percentage in our patients is comparatively low (44.47% vs 
80%).15 BI-RADS risk assessment 2 was the most common, 
representing 326 females (81.91%). This was not in keeping 
with other studies, in which BI-RADS 1 was the most 
common.16,17 These discrepancies may be due to a low 
patient number and a short study period.

The overwhelming majority of females were over the age 
of 40 (92.46%), which is the age recommended by both the 
RSSA and CANSA to commence breast cancer screening. 
This suggests that females of the correct age and risk profile 
are being referred as low risk from the HJH breast clinic 
through to the BIU. Most of our patients fell in the age group 
60–69, which was above international reference ranges.12 
Further research may explore the presenting complaint 
of females who present directly to either the HJH breast 
clinic or the BIU to ascertain when females first seek breast 
screening practices. 

Six out of 398 (1.5%) females were over the age of 80 
years. From this subset, one patient (16.66%) was assessed 
as BI-RADS 3. The ACR does not have an upper age limit 
for breast cancer screening; however, the recommendation 
is that screening should take place if the patient’s life-
expectancy is estimated to be greater than 5–7 years.11 This 
is not currently performed at HJH and further studies could 
use modelling criteria to estimate the life-expectancy of 
low-risk females over the age of 75 years who underwent 
mammography at the HJH BIU. 

Most females did not have a mass on mammography 
(81.16%) or ultrasound (92.96%). The most common mass 
shape on ultrasound was oval (64.29%) and on mammogram 
was round (56%). Of masses detected on mammogram , 68% 
were solitary. Seventy-five per cent of females with multiple 
masses on mammography were bilateral in location. 

The overwhelming majority of females with masses 
detected on either ultrasound (60.71%) or mammogram 
(80%) were classified as BI-RADS 2 risk assessment.

The low false positive rate, high specificity, and the abnormal 
interpretation rate in the study may in part be due to the lack 
of follow-up data. Data from the imaging results from both 
short- and long-term follow-up was not captured as it fell 
beyond the defined parameters of the study. Further research 
could explore these results. 

In its current form, the study adds to the body of literature 
supporting the role of breast cancer screening in at-risk 
females and shows applicability within the South African 
public healthcare system. This study demonstrates the 
accuracy of this clinical triage system in conjunction with 
a BIU and compares well to that of international screening 
programmes. Furthermore, the clinical triage system is more 
easily applicable in secondary level hospitals where BIUs 
are not always established. The study’s CDR was within 
ACR recommended guidelines and the findings were largely 
in keeping with that of international screening guidelines. 
The use of this triage system allows timeous imaging of 
those patients most at risk of breast cancer (red, yellow), 
whilst promoting health-seeking behaviour in those at lower 
risk. Thirty-six out of 398 (9%) females were classified as 
BI-RADS 3 or higher who require short-term follow-up. In 
all females > 40 years (92.46%), follow-up imaging was 
recommended. Integration of this low-risk group into public 
health programmes will allow continued evaluation within 
this sub-set and promotes an increased overall awareness 
of breast health. This will hopefully result in detection 
of benign and pathological breast disease at an earlier 
clinical stage and allow for better treatment outcomes. The 
findings of this study may help to motivate for the use of 
a similar clinical triage system in a South African setting 
where there are insufficient resources to perform screening 
mammography or breast imaging outside a tertiary level 
institution. Partnership between breast clinics within 
secondary level public institutions and a tertiary level BIU 
will allow a greater population to access imaging as needed 
without the use of a population-based screening programme.

Study limitations
The study was conducted over a short duration (6 months) 
due to time constraints and this resulted in a low number of 
patients (total 398). Further research over a prolonged period 
may be undertaken in future. Due to the lack of formalised 
screening programmes within the public health sector, a 
low-risk patient population was used.

A single hospital with a specified drainage area was used 
for this study. Further research may make use of multiple 
sites across different regions. Data from short- and long-
term follow-up imaging was omitted due to time constraints. 
Further research could analyse this data and assess the 
shortcomings in terms of sensitivity, recall rate, the ongoing 
false positive and false negative rate. 

Conclusion
This retrospective study assessed the CDR and spectrum 
of breast imaging findings at the HJH BIU within 
Johannesburg, South Africa. The CDR was 2.51%, most 
females were between 60–69 years of age, BI-RADS A 
or B density and BI-RADS 2 risk assessment. The above 
findings are within the recommended international reference 
ranges and will help to advocate for the use of similar triage 
systems in hospitals where resources do not allow for the 
implementation of breast screening programmes. 
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